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Our sincerest sympathies go out to all the victims suffering from the recent events 
unfolding on our precious planet. 2011 has already been one of the craziest years 
since World War 2.  Revolutions have swept across the Middle East, the United States 
has gotten involved in the civil war in Libya, Europe is on the verge of a financial 
meltdown and the U.S. dollar is dying.  None of this is good news for global food 
production either. 

We are all in this together. Higher education exists which can truly make our world 
safer, secure and sustainable. WE need more public exposure of this area. Panacea 
is progressively consolidating education for harm reduction and self sufficiency. 
Today corporations, conglomerates, and/or government entities with private 
components, control the direction and governance of a country, including carrying 
out economic planning notwithstanding the 'free market' label. Given the sheer 
amount of dis-info and profit margin- Self education and self care is a fundamental 
security in life.  

With open source and other educational solutions there is more we can do for New 
Zealand, Japan, Haiti and ourselves. We will address these solutions in this newsletter. 
Getting this particular NEGLECTED and suppressed education “out there” is where 
the real skills are. Panacea’s function is not one of a normal organization; it is one for 
this SPECIFIC task. It is Panacea’s sincere friends comprising our trustee’s, donators, 
and subscribers who make up this unique skill. Together we are progressively taking 
one step closer to reaching these goals through our collective truth movement. 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/wild-and-crazy-2011-10-history-shattering-events-that-have-shaken-the-financial-world-to-the-core


It is our responsibility to use any knowledge we have available to ensure that where 
possible any future misfortunes are avoided. The education is present to prove we 
can rebuild NZ, Japan and Haiti with higher education for harm reduction and self 
sufficiency. This includes alternative FREE energy technology and monolithic domes, 
these structures are earthquake and hurricane proof. However no mainstream relief 
aid project is doing this or has this caliber of education.  Mainstream faculties do not 
teach this HARM REDUCTION education in their curricula. Industry cannot profit the 
same way from these methods. One example is in using Monolithic domes, a solution 
which insurance policies could also take on board. This education is practical in 
disaster relief rebuilds. 

 
A Monolithic Dome Design- Source 

The Earthship volunteers help with design protocols that utilize earthquake proof 
domes plus renewable and recycled materials. Earthship designs are a perfect 
example of achieving these educational goals. However, like other educational 
institutes with higher education, they cannot educate this capacity alone. Normally 
a faculty would be consolidating all of this knowledge for public benefit; however 
this is not the case. A policing faculty of this nature is a goal of your nonprofit 
organization. WE intend to begin the consolidation of ALL this neglected higher 
education into such a faculty. 

Earthships remain neglected as do others education, these design solutions contain 
their own sewage, are cheap to build and enable food to be grown locally. If the 
mainstream aid budget given to Haiti was utilized for these design solutions most of 
the country would now be protected and closer to self sufficiency. This higher 
education can be improved still. 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/monolithicdome.htm
http://static.monolithic.com/plan-design/crandall/why/index.html


 
Earthquake proof dome - Earthship Haiti educational rebuild project 

The new Panacea Earthship page is one of many new pages coming to your 
website to help train others. The Panacea online university is offering the instructional 
Earthship building resources for EVALUATION and study. To qualify for this material 
you can be a builder, academic or researcher INTENT on starting these community 
or housing projects and supporting Earthship. Note- these resources cannot be 
legally "lent out", sold, distributed or used for any other purpose. Anyone who is able 
to make a go of this art of living a carbon zero lifestyle and can support Earthship 
can contact us to discuss collaboration. 

This year Panacea we will be introducing our own OPEN SOURCE renewable 
Hempcrete building course to aid Eco housing and the Earthship goals. Our Earthship 
project will be done locally and involve using our future licensed industrial hemp 
from one of our donated farms.  

 
A house made of HempCrete 

Hemp can be grown locally in communities to produce 29,000 products OF THEIR 
OWN. This method can service the Earthship self sufficiency concept well. The 
educational aspect of industrial HEMP can also provide food and many other 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/earthship.htm
http://panacea-bocaf.org/contact.htm


resources for countries but is currently not taught to capacity.  Earthships were 
taught in Haiti to show them self sufficiency ideas. Hemp building is a needed new 
up and coming FREE and open source course by Panacea to help.  

The next new webpage we are pleased to present is part of our Free energy 
research section. The Summary of commercial free energy devices presents the 
needed solutions to help protect free new energy devices, build consumer 
awareness and demand and help them with real time progress. 

Despite these PROVEN commercially available FREE energy alternatives to 
dangerous gas fracturing and oil drilling, the following quote remains to be 
unnecessarily conditioning the public. 

“Here is the challenge we have: We don't yet have the technological breakthroughs 
that can completely replace fossil fuels , so for the next ten years or 20 years we are 
still going to be using oil we are still going to be using coal we are still going to be 
using natural gas , we are still going to be using traditional sources to fuel our cars 
heat our homes run our big power plants ETC , unless someone here invents 
something tomorrow that would be very helpful and if you have it, let me know” 
 - Obama. Can you help change this? Contact Panacea. 

The new Panacea webpage contains the technology capable of replacing Japan’s 
dangerous nuclear reactors. Japan’s nuclear reactors remain on the Earth’s fault 
lines which are destined to be altered in the near future. The coast of Japan is also a 
major tsunami risk. 

 
Black Light Power’s commercially available free energy system. Licenses for a  
thermal power unit, Hydrogen home power and motive power are currently  

offered. They already have around 8 Giga watts of power already licensed out. 

The terrible events in Japan may well cast doubt on the safety of nuclear power 
generation. Renewable sources such as tidal power and wind can make some 
contribution as a substitute for nuclear power. However there are three neglected 
commercially available FREE energy devices which can completely replace all of 
them. With any one of these 3 devices Japan can/must replace ALL of their 
dangerous nuclear power reactors with cleaner renewable energy. But who is 
policing this? 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/summaryofcommercialdevices.htm


There have been both mainstream and “non mainstream” technology solutions 
donated to help RE BUILD Haiti and Japan. So why not FREE energy technology? 
Panacea will be appealing and writing to all commercially available free energy 
companies to use Japan’s unfortunate tragedy to help educate the world. 

We must encourage companies with commercially available free energy devices 
like Hidro, Energy By Motion, and Black Light Power to utilize this opportunity for 
EXPOSURE and to help them inform the world that toxic energy sources can be 
replaced TODAY with clean and renewable energy systems. 

The next new Panacea webpage covers one of these technology solutions. 
The Hidro Free energy system  

 
The Hidro device- A commercially available  

free energy system 

Panacea began with a support article on Hidro, we were also planning to produce 
our own video production and work with an Australian green festival to support their 
work. To our amazement a lovely and loyal Hidro assistant contacted us and invited 
us to witness a working demo of the Hidro device. After the initial shock and 
excitement, Panacea met with Inventor James Kwok and Hidro’s assistant Katrina 
whom are both nothing short than spectacular. With a warm welcome and 
unbelievable hospitality we were shown the ANSWER to a clean energy future 
TODAY.   

Panacea has been working for many years in the area of policing free energy 
technology with the goals of erecting specific infrastructure for this purpose. It’s one 
thing to do R & D, educational videos and more, but to actually get to see a live 
working device with children present left two of the Panacea Trustee’s mesmerized. 
Inventor James Kwok has given the children of the word the best gift -A clean 
energy FUTURE. 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/hidrofreeenergysystem.htm


Hidro are hard workers and “one of us”, they are on the same level as the truth 
movements. This fact inspired Panacea more than ever. By witnessing the Hidro 
technology self run proved to us that freedom from fossil fuel subjugation is possible 
TODAY and not tomorrow. The Hidro device was confirmed by Panacea to self run. 
The Panacea engineer’s qualifications can be provided upon request. This is an 
open energy system using nature’s forces. Instead of using wind, solar or wave, it 
uses buoyancy, gravity, gas density and hydrostatic pressure gradients to ascend 
and descend. The small battery input ensures that a continuous cycle is maintained, 
but it is nature’s forces that give Hidro the capacity to “self run” and produce 30% 
excess continuous power. 

 
A View to the FUTURE – Clean energy 

The one kW light load pictured left in the above photo needs a mere 15 amps at 24 
volts to self sustain Hidro’s continuous power output cycle. That is 360 watts in and 
1kW out. Nature provides the rest. This tower has a 20 kW capacity. Hidro want this 
technology for everyone. They are some of the most down to earth people we have 
met in the “Free energy scene”. They are well aware of the criminal elements in the 
world. Waking people up to Hidro’s clean energy future requires public participation; 
they deserve our love and support, they cannot do this alone. 

The first Hidro video appeared back in 2008. Hidro has since had a booth displayed 
at the 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen. They have 
also had their working FREE energy principle mentioned by the IEEE.  Even a 
University in Australia has worked with Hidro and is now interested in improving their 
FREE energy principle. Panacea has recently done an interview with PES, covering 
our visit to Hidro. We wish to give a special thanks to Sterling Allan of PES for working 
with Panacea and helping to launch our educational drive for Hidro. 

http://edm.sauceconnect.com/ch/33625/1726b/1391450/08f74jgpt.html
http://pesn.com/2011/04/17/9501811_James_Kwoks_Hidro_Tech_Floating_to_the_Top/


Despite all these efforts Hidro have remained “idle”, this device carries a 3.75 million 
dollar price tag per MW; HOWEVER, Hidro can offer the nonprofit organization a 
50kW version OF CONTINUOUS POWER for only 200 thousand dollars. THIS IS A 
PROVEN AND INSTANT ANSWER TO IMMEDIATELY STOPPING DANGEROUS GAS 
FRACTURING, NUCLEAR POWER AND FURTHER DRILLING FOR OIL. Panacea feels that 
sponsorship for a 50kW unit to show the WORKING PRINCIPLE to the majority of the 
public can prevent this device from remaining stagnant.  

Deploying Hidro means CHEAPER electricity. This technology has been designed to 
co-exist with the current energy infrastructure to avoid transmission losses, add 
capacity to the energy grid and to achieve carbon neutral generation. They can be 
constructed anywhere in the world, ideally in 1 Mega-Watt modules. These modules 
can provide continuous electricity for 1300 homes adjoining existing substations 
capable of saving up to 47% of retail electricity bills and in non-grid regions as a 
Distributed Power System. Hidro generators are not affected by fluctuations in the 
weather and each 1 Mega-watt plant will reduce CO2 emissions equivalent to 
taking 7,968 cars off the road per year (versus current power infrastructure). 

 
The 20 kW Hidro system evaluated by both Queensland University and Panacea  

Despite these facts, there is no one policing politicians to deploy Hidro and they 
remain opting for dangerous gas hydraulic fracturing. Anyone can review the 
dangers of hydraulic gas fracturing by watching the Gasland documentary. Natural 
gas enjoys broad political support – including White House backing – due to its 
domestic abundance. Gas fracturing is a big problem not just for the USA but for the 
world. It has taken independent activist film makers to police the neglect and 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZe1AeH0Qz8


educate the public. Recently Dr. Anthony of Cornell University has helped to 
produce a report to show Gas fracturing produces more pollution than fossil fuels. 

The world remains ignorant of HIDRO AS AN INSTANT SOLUTION TO STOP GAS 
FRACTURING. Politicians are on record knowing about Hidro but are not telling you 
about it as an alternative. Panacea recently spoke on an educational panel at an 
activist film presentation to help spread the word of Hidro as the alternative to 
dangerous gas drilling. 
 

 
Gasland screening 

Panacea will be creating a digital lobbying resource for the public to use. This will 
enable you to easily send the request for cheaper and carbon negative electricity to 
your politician. They will then be on record about knowing that Hidro is a solution to 
pollution and is cheaper electricity.  

The public need to use the reality of the Hidro technology to urge their 
representatives to oppose gas fracking and other environmentally harmful 
technologies. There is now an alternative to such technologies, which can be 
pursued by any who truthfully care about the environment, our health, the 
economy, and the future of our civilization. 

Solar credits are already provided by governments to help change over to cleaner 
and more renewable energy. A solar station uses precious metals; transmission loses 
plus additionally requires gensets for down times. None of these can compare to the 
Hidro solution. Hidro can also CREATE many LOCAL jobs in manufacturing for ANY 
country adapting which adopts this technology. Australians and others MUST NOW 
COMPARE their renewable energy plans and budget to the practicality of using 
Hidro. 

WE can help. Panacea is launching an educational drive to show ALL these benefits 
with the device. Panacea BOCAF is now attempting to find sponsorship to purchase 
sustainable technologies like  Hidro (estimated cost is 200 thousand dollars). 
Panacea will then apply the device to educate the public and use it in an 
agricultural open source project to showcase this technology in operation. The focus 



will be to illustrate how such a technology can provide many benefits, including 
allowing communities to become self sufficient. 

 
A scene from Panacea’s up and coming educational 

 film on Hidro. Hidro is pictured in the background 

In such a PUBLIC demonstration, visitors and members of the community would see 
how the device is providing constant power to the selected community without 
being connected to the grid. Initially, the actual inner workings of the device would 
not be displayed. This would be in order to protect the confidentiality of several 
custom designed patent pending components. It is possible this will not always be 
the case, and eventually more details could be revealed without jeopardizing 
intellectual property. 
 

Note: Hidro+ does not partake in the process of fund raising and its proceeds and/or 
allocations. Panacea is an independent, evidence-based and non-aligned, non-
profit institute. Panacea is not affiliated or connected with Hidro in any way. The 
purchase of the Hidro system by Panacea would not be for a one-time demo, but 
for an on-going educational campaign. During the campaign the benefits of such 
environmentally friendly energy sources would be exclaimed, while individuals and 
communities would reap benefits from the power it produced.  
 
Panacea-BOCAF's campaign to get started and financed is minimal. Billions of 



dollars are spent each year giving subsidies to gas fracking research, so called 
"clean coal” and other environmentally unfriendly technologies. A tiny, miniscule 
fraction of that could finance this drive many times over. The money is out there. Do 
you know someone who can make a donation towards this effort? Are you 
considering making a donation? Please feel free to contact Panacea - BOCAF. 

You can still help to raise finds by spreading the word to 
see if anyone can help and sponsor this sustainable 
technologies educational program. Please don’t 
underestimate this valuable aid. It helps even to click 
adds on the Panacea site and check out what they have 
to offer. 
Panacea is also producing a Hidro educational Video production covering these 
fund raising goals, Hidro’s benefits and our visit to Hidro. Please check our news 
section in the next month. 

 
One of Panacea’s Trustees’s helping Hidro with their own production 

In the mean time we urge the WORLD’S residents prepare to say safe from Japans 
radiation risks, stock up on solutions to help detox and protect the body. People with 
Orgone energy technology need to disable them; the radiation risks are far too great 
and will be amplified by such a technology.  

http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/contact.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/news.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/news.htm


 
Potassium Iodine is selling out 

A popular choice is Potassium Iodide (KI) for protection from radioactive Iodine-131 
is 130 Milligrams (mg not mcg) which is 76.5% pure (elemental) iodine. Small iodine 
drops with kelp can also do this job along with vitamin C aids. Please check this 
video for further details. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3xVgTXje9Q 
 
You can also start eating foods like the following dish Panacea created. The 
following contains a kale and kelp salad with Chia seeds, Misu and seafood soup. 
Make sure ALL ARE MADE FROM ORGANIC INGREDIENTS, be careful buying 
ingredients from Japan in the next few years. 
 

 
Educational organic nutrition provided by Panacea  

 
Sea noodles and other nutritious raw foods can help, aside from the free energy 
devices we mentioned being a suitable replacement for Japans disaster. Research 
has shown that Brown's Gas can efficiently neutralize radioactive waste though 
transmutation right at the reactor, thus removing the need for transportation or 
storage of nuclear waste. An attempt was made to show this to the US Department 

http://getpotassiumiodide.blogspot.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3xVgTXje9Q
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=411405755714495752
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=411405755714495752


of Energy. This however resulted in insufficient support and procedure to support the 
data. Dan Haley from New York investigated the lack of response after the US 
Department of Energy observed such a demonstration of transmutation. The report 
shows that a collaborative scientific effort is still needed to present the full data and 
help this case. If you can assist this needed effort, please Contact Panacea  . This is 
another reason why the public needs our own research institute! 
- Technical study showing browns gas treating radioactive material.  

This hydroxy research needs a grant backed research and development 
environment to flourish and will be submitted into faculty study in the proposed 
granted NON PROFIT Panacea research and development center.  

There is much more that needs to be done and which can be done. This is a task 
that Panacea is undertaking. Every transition in human history begun with the 
realization “We have to start somewhere". Most of these modern advances begun 
by a single person or community consolidating to change what were thought to be 
INFERIOR and UNNECESSARY. Today the modern corporate profit system is such a 
scenario. Fundamental to all their successful efforts was education. It is for this very 
reason that your nonprofit organization is an educational institute.  

The education system, corporate industries choice of materials, financial system and 
their very design system have created the artificial need for non renewable 
resources through a debt based money/competition based labor system. The 
alternatives to this counterproductive system are not regulated or educated in the 
mainstream curricula. It remains an educational crisis. 

The neglects and suppressed alternative design systems prove that the many 
branches of related politics help regulate this non renewable industry into being and 
are not going to change over any time soon. These are outdated and useless modes 
of social operation.  

 

http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/forms/contact.php
http://pacenet.homestead.com/Nucwaste.html
http://panacea-bocaf.org/researchanddevelopment.htm
http://panacea-bocaf.org/researchanddevelopment.htm


Panacea’s sustainable development model is designed to educate the PUBLIC to 
police the politicians on this issue. The following are some of the systems which 
replace the present outdated corporative, social, economic and environmental 
destructive processes. 

Renewable industry can only be made from using Industrial hemp. This material 
replaces practically all of the present unsustainable industry with most carbon 
neutral results. This includes the capacity to replace plastic, which remains a big 
problem for eco systems. 29,000 products cannot be made any more renewable or 
sustainable other than by using industrial HEMP. 

All the basic necessities of life like: Food—seeds, oil, flour, medicine—salves, anti-
nausea, toiletries—soap, shampoo, lotion, textiles—clothing, towels, bedding, 
canvas, household products—carpet, detergent, paint, toys, industrial products—
paper, building materials including concrete, insulation, fuel, car parts cannot be 
produced with any more of a carbon negative result. A country growing and using 
this resource would be self sufficient of petroleum and other industries. You will not 
find these methods in any of the present curricula. Politicians are not mentioning it 
either. 

 
Hemp products 

There is other neglected education out there which is preventing sustainable 
development. Health education is one of them. Organic raw whole food medicines 
have been proven to have the capacity to replace the majority of pharmaceutical 
drugs plus prevent disease including cancer. 

The finical system is another culprit. Community regional currency replaces the debt 
and credit system and stabilizes the economy. We know that FREE energy (creates 
self sufficiency in home and transport energy leading to cheap local food 
production) and alternative medicines like the suppressed cancer cures make the 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/significance.htm


debt based system obsolete. However they all have never been educated to 
capacity. No one other than Panacea is intent on policing ALL of them. 

Panacea is the only educational institution intent providing these solutions in an 
open source environment and creating the educational infrastructure needed to 
police these solutions. This year will be a very busy one for your nonprofit 
organization our good friends and will need your help with add sense clicking or 
donations to maintain our help. Panacea is now compiling a complete OPEN 
SOURCE educational course on how to progressively change over to self sufficiency. 
The Panacea self sufficient course will be structured with the widest range of options 
and free information which no other organization is capable of producing. The 
stages of this course will combine integrated technology solutions spanning a wide 
range of design options for urban settings, rural and to the third world.  

 
Damanhur – A sustainable eco village in Italy using a stable monetary system 

The above example is of Damanhur - a sovereign society in Italy using regional 
currency. Their monetary system is a form of economy based on ethical values of 
co-operation and solidarity. It will not suffer inflation or a financial crash and all the 
benefits remain in the community! Regional currency has long provided economic 
stability even in the 1930’s great depression. However it is not educated. This is one 
of the areas in self sufficiency which Panacea will include in this educational 
resource. 

Neglected regional currency (economic stability), alternative medicine (including 
cancer cures and raw food nutrition), suppressed free energy (not including solar, 
tidal or wind) and renewable industry through hemp production have never been 
consolidated to produce a course for creating self sufficient communities. Yet it is 
only these design systems that can produce these results. Panacea is the only non 
profit organization we know of integrating these solutions to help real time progress. 



The next module in our self sufficient course will be a progressive open source urban 
farming course to educate city residents with SOLUTIONS for local food co-ops and 
show them how to utilize their unused space to relieve an economic burden and 
create food security. This will also help improve their health and educate themselves 
with organic raw whole food nutrition. 

Currently we must prepare for food security. Who says so? Well ask FEMA and the 
World Bank. 20 Signs That A Horrific Global Food Crisis Is Coming. Projects like Food 
Not Lawns is a great project - Grow food, not lawns. Increasing local food security 
improves your diet, beautifies your surroundings, builds community, reduces pollution 
and energy use. 

The up and coming Panacea Urban Farming resource will comprise a PDF course 
and a video production to get any one started with all the possible solutions. Most 
will not be aware of how they can utilize a limited space and energy to produce 
local food co-ops in URBAN settings.   

An overview of some examples include: The square foot gardening system: 

 
Resourceful Square foot gardening 

Square foot gardening saves water, nutrients and space. Imagine growing all of 
these vegetables in one season self contained in a 4 foot by 4 foot area. 

16 carrots 9 turnips 

4 bunches of leaf lettuce 5 lbs of peas 

4 bunches of spinach 1 head of cabbage 

16 radishes 4 heads of romaine lettuce 

9 beets 1 head of cauliflower 

16 scallions 1 head of broccol 

An urban street has a greater local food co-op capacity by using this design 
concept. The second system is designed for apartment dwellers. Window farming is 

http://www.blacklistednews.com/20_Signs_That_A_Horrific_Global_Food_Crisis_Is_Coming_/13521/0/0/0/Y/M.html


a hydroponic system; however Panacea will be exploring the capacity to change 
this system over to Aquaponics, an ORGANIC method that uses fewer resources.  

 
Cheap Hydroponic Window Farm from  

using recycled materials 

There are also patio solutions for apartments and other settings. When a street 
begins to do this, a phenomenal amount of food production is possible. The 
education of community food co-ops is the most important aspect of this concept. 

 
Photo courtesy of our dearest Linda – Thanks Linda! 

The space which one would typically reason to be “concrete” and an impossibility 
to use for food production is FAR from the case. 



 

 
Vertical garden - Think of all the unused space 

 in urban settings! 

The organic Aquaponic system is one which Panacea will be extensively building 
and promoting. It is not well known however the Aquaponics method (fish and 
plants) can make cities self sufficient with organic food and remove the need for 
using fossil fuels in agriculture and food transport. This makes Aquaponics the most 
carbon neutral method for food production in cities. Aquaponics is the creation of a 
complete cycle of symbiotic relationships where the fish help plants and the plants 
help fish. Aquaponics uses no chemicals, requires one tenth of the water needed for 
field plant production and only a fraction of the water that is used for fish culture.  



 
Aquaponics system- Fish are  

contained in the bottom tank 

Urban hydroponics grow systems can be converted to the Aquaponic method to 
conserve resources and provide ORGANIC nutrition. This method is not only the 
fastest way to produce food but also produces the highest yield of produce for the 
resources needed to create it. The following grow system was donated to Panacea 
by DR Grow It All  to help us design solutions for the urban farmer and to change 
over to Aquaponics. 

 
Stack a tubs hydroponic grow system  

Panacea wishes to give our special thanks to Dr Grow It All and our respected 
volunteer “Michael” for this generous support and encouragement to help us find 
open source solutions for the public. We would like to also thank Dr Grow It All for 

http://www.drgrowitall.com/


giving the farmers suffering from the recent Australian floods a helping hand by 
donating 125,000 liters of ‘Organic Solution Fertilizer’ to kick start the recovery of their 
flood affected land. 

Panacea is also grateful for Michael’s donation of the DR Grow It All organic liquid 
fertilizer for testing. Dr Grow It All organic liquid fertilizer increases crop yields and 
grows healthier crops more naturally resistant to pest and diseases. This totally 
organic solution is truly Biogenic due to its self replicating microbial system. It is Ph 
neutral, unlike other seaweed and manure based products that have high Ph which 
render nutrients unavailable to plants. Panacea will be investigating its soil repair 
capacity and will open source our results in our new up and coming Permaculture / 
Urban Farming courses. 

There are many grow systems out there which can benefit from the change over to 
Aquaponics. This method is the fastest and most resourceful food growing method in 
the world, and it is ORGANIC. 

 

This Urban farming system can be integrated into the home to recover the energy 
used in lighting and produce food. Your evening LED lights can be used in your grow 
system. Light energy is then recovered. 

http://www.drgrowitall.com/


 
Window farming in Finland using LEDS 

Movable grow beds (which are possible) are easily adaptable to harness evening 
lights for grow systems. 

 

The following compact system is being designed by Panacea. We hope to do 
research and development to save energy and help educate local food co-ops.  



 
Panacea’s Concept 

Panacea will also be experimenting with alternative energy systems including the 
Joule thief to power the LEDS grow systems. The Panacea Urban Farming course will 
also include Bio dynamic and Permaculture principles. Step by step instructions will 
show you how to change a typical backyard like this over to the Permaculture and 
bio dynamic way: 

 
Panacea’s Test bed (bottom of photo) 

Below is the first stage to transforming your backyard into Permaculture farming. 
Even weeds are useful and can make fertilizer. 



 
The first stage in the change over process 

These systems will be constructed, detailed and filmed by us to help others find 
solutions to progressively change over to self sufficiency. Our PDF and production is 
open source and FREE. The Panacea University is the world’s only open source 
curricula, relying on donations to help all.  

There are many systems that are needed to be shown to the farmer in order to make 
them self sufficient from fossil fuel fertilizer and Monsanto’s GM round up. Panacea 
will also be featuring an organic fertilizer and an exciting new ORGANIC ROUNDUP.  

Once these urban farming systems are integrated, we then need to build the best 
nutritional curricula possible. WE need not have the problem of food additives, 
processed food and no curricula teaching about the medicinal and nutritional 
benefits of raw whole food nutrition. It gives us great pleasure to present one of our 
most significant new pages on ORGANIC raw whole food nutrition. 

“Conserving,” “preserving,” and “protecting” define sustainable living. Design 
systems are the only way to help SAVE the quality of the air we breathe and the 
water we drink. These design systems are needed to safely treat and dispose of 
waste, and recycle as much as possible.  

“Conserving,” “preserving,” and “protecting” our bodies’ HEALTH through nutrition is 
part of this process. Organic foods and raw whole food nutrition protects against 
disease. This is not currently taught in the curricula. However thousands of people 
throughout the world have maintained successful weight loss and healed 
themselves of many diseases through ORGANIC raw whole food nutrition.  

Further proof of the medicinal capacity of raw foods can be found in Don Tolman's 
Farmacist Desk Reference (FDR) on wholefoods. You do not need big pharma drugs 
to cure. This system has already prevented and cured diseases such as cancer, 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/organicrawfoodnutrition.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDtny2HMNXo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDtny2HMNXo


heart disease, and others. Here is a partial list which can be verified through his 
RAWFOOD whole food system. 

Acid reflux, acne, age-related muscular degeneration, ageing, arthritis, 
atherosclerosis, CANCER, cataracts, high cholesterol, colds, constipation, diabetes, 
diarrhea, poor digestion, diverticular disease, headaches, heart disease, herpes 
simplex, hemorrhoids, hypertension, immune deficiency, infection, infertility, 
insomnia, mental slowness, menopause, motion sickness, obesity, osteoporosis, 
respiratory ailments, skin disease, stroke, ulcers, varicose veins. 

Panacea wishes to again sincerely thank Michael from Dr Grow It All for his 
unbelievably generous donation of the Vitamix whole food processor to help us 
open source the whole raw food course. 

 
Vitamix – An industrial grade whole food nutrition blender 

This up and coming course cannot be underestimated. Raw whole food nutrition is 
not mainstream, and this donation will do a world of good and help us show OPEN 
SOURCE solutions which prove that the majority of the toxic pharmaceutical drugs 
are not needed. People must know that they have a cheap and easy way to 
improve their health, and that pills do not cure but whole food is prevention in the 
true sense. 

Everything you need to get started to improve your health and PREVENT DISEASE, 
can be found on our Organic raw food nutrition page. Panacea has begun filming 
a complete menu resource with many examples to help educate others. When 
completed, this will be the largest open source nutrition project to prevent disease 
that’s ever been undertaken. We have been donated one piece of equipment to get 
started and will work the hardest to complete this with on no budget.  

http://panacea-bocaf.org/organicrawfoodnutrition.htm


We have also been very busy helping renewable energy solutions. Panacea is 
responsible for a unique concept in recovering energy from solar hot water and 
cooking, using the thermoelectric effect. Panacea inspired one vendor to take the 
plunge and design this very system to recover energy when ever heat is used in the 
home to aid solar systems. This system is being tested and will be detailed on the 
university site this year upon completion. 

These solutions are needed now more than ever, the carbon tax is coming, fuel 
saving modifications and other carbon negative solutions will be needed in future. A 
Tax is not needed, an incentive that re invests a portion for the user is far more 
objective, and the majority of people cannot afford to do 2 things. Recently the 
people of Australia have been “duped” by their government who changed their pre 
election promise about implementing a carbon tax. 

 

The Australian parliament promised that there would be no such tax before the 
election, however like other politicians they didn’t lie, they just changed the promise. 
Honest government seems to be something that remains nonexistent in both the 
United States and in Australia. 

What sustainable design solutions have the most negative carbon foot print and why 
are we in this mess? Unsustainable development began when the conception of 
progress was defined as industrial growth and economic expansion. The education 
system and public relations campaign promoted "consumption". Corporate priorities 
were allocated to profit through what can only be described as "inappropriate 
technologies". Through systems, manufacturing and construction that today still 
causes acid rain, ozone depletion, climate change and leaves a toxic aftermath 
that PERMANENTLY affects humans and eco immune systems.  

These particular externalities have remained intrinsic to a design model of modern 
"development" and are still currently colonizing the world’s cultures and 
environment. The present curricula still reflects this choice of industry technology 



despite the renewable alternatives being available. This industry is recognized as 
reliant on non renewable raw materials and resource capital (forest and fossil fuels 
for example) other than the renewable alternatives.  

This inferior design system continues to create the unnecessary demand of non 
renewable resources and energy whilst producing excessive waste and pollution 
downstream. The design, construction and management of the built environment 
(cities, buildings, landscapes and products) is central to this industrial system 
because it largely determines the amount of resources, space and energy 
consumed by this "development". The unnecessary and artificial demand of this 
industry creates exploitation of the inhabitance of other countries and of their 
natural resources. 

The "west" is exploited under this unsustainable system; however it is at different 
degrees then cheaper labor in other less developed countries. On Panacea’s new 
sustainable development page we have out lined the most carbon negative 
solutions with the educational drive on how to progressively change this system over. 

Panacea’s ongoing report into Steorn’s Orbo Technology 

It has been many years since Steorn first announced that they have produced a 
FREE energy principle that can be developed into a functional device. Steorn issued 
developer licenses which meant that anyone had access to their intellectual 
property.  

There have been 3 versions released since Steorn originally announced their 
technology - the PM orbo, the E-orbo and the solid state Orbo. Recently they have 
come out with a second version of their solid state Orbo intended to be operated as 
a heater. Steorn now appear to be working with a developer to produce a 15Kw 
heater. We should have news from Steorn within the next 2 months on this product. It 
is not clear whether all developers will have access to the heater specifications at 
this time.  
 
Panacea has been given another year for free to stay on the Steorn developer 
forum and work with developers to help build a low cost functional device. It has not 
been easy for any one on the forum to replicate their claims over the years, now it 
seems we are closer to getting a solid state test being finally completed. This board 
was designed by developers not Steorn and is based on what information has been 
provided to us. Panacea is currently testing this board for a heater application. 
 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/sustainabledevelopment.htm
http://panacea-bocaf.org/sustainabledevelopment.htm


 
Panacea’s ORT board testing 

 
It has taken a while to get this far, looks like this year will be the final one for Steorn. 
We will keep our subscribers in touch with the news and continue to work on the 
developer’s board in our possession. Panacea will do everything in our power to be 
the first to complete a self contained home power application and to get the word 
out. There are loyal developers there which have come up with their own version of 
Steorn’s solid state board, we are continuing to work with them and exhausting all 
avenues.  
 

Main page news 

 

New regional currency page coming  

The past recessions and current financial crash are enough incentive to start 
understanding the needed alternatives and solutions. Already we are seeing the first 
signs of hyper inflation coming. 

The National Inflation Association has issued the 12 warning signs of hyperinflation.  

“In our estimation, the most likely time frame for a full-fledged outbreak of 
hyperinflation is between the years 2013 and 2015,” the National Inflation Association 
warns. “Americans who wait until 2013 to prepare will most likely see the majority of 
their purchasing power wiped out. It is essential that Americans begin preparing for 
hyperinflation immediately.”  

http://www.swissamerica.com/%E2%80%9Chttp:/www.inflation.us/hyperinflationwarningsigns.html%E2%80%9D


This means the MIDDLE CLASS suffer. We have seen this occur OVER and OVER again 
since the 1930’s. However there seems to be no focus on what system worked in the 
great depression. Regional currencies are present in many countries but are not 
being told as a solution to the financial meltdown. The fear is that with hyperinflation, 
the purchasing power of the dollar will diminish so drastically that the wealth of 
millions of middle-class will be severely impacted, possibly even wiped out. At the 
extreme, hyperinflation could be the prelude for the destruction of the dollar. 

In the last newsletter, Panacea announced the faculty of economics page to help 
educate banking reform solutions. This new page had an advantage over other 
proposed methods to create a stable monetary system. The Panacea resource 
allowed the public to enforce the solution through a legal mandate. This resource 
presented a proven system to create interest-free and fee-free loans. 

This is one solution.  The other solution is already in effect. We are pleased to 
announce that we will be creating an open source regional currency video and 
showing how it is the only way to stop the current problems. There are successful 
regional currency communities which are not suffering the same recession or “credit 
crunches” as the current system. But who is educating this and policing this?  

In the United States, England, Australia, and third world countries, the power to 
“create credit” or "issue currency” is unnecessarily in private hands. Constitutionally it 
can be restored into the hands of government for the people and by the people. 
Only then will money manipulation, usury or the burden of interest and fees on loans 
will not be necessary. The current education system is not set up to prove this 
particular stable pecuniary management of the public’s monetary needs.  

Panacea can prove that all that is needed is for the People to know and 
understand WHY THE ALTERNATIVES HAVE WORKED. Regional currency will be a 
major educational resource for monetary reform. There are already 12 signs of U.S. 
hyperinflation and how rampant inflation will destroy the dollar. The best we can opt 
for is a documentary with the regional currency educational themes. We will do our 
best on no budget. Here are some links to proven systems involving regional 
currency: 

http://www.connectmidmichigan.com/news/story.aspx?id=481793 

http://www.ithacahours.com/ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWfrnfJmP5w 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuNfeJTAkNo 

http://www.damanhur.org/index.php/about-us/economic-vision-a-credito 

New Panacea Video productions in the works 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/theworglschillings.htm
http://panacea-bocaf.org/theworglschillings.htm
http://www.connectmidmichigan.com/news/story.aspx?id=481793
http://www.ithacahours.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWfrnfJmP5w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuNfeJTAkNo
http://www.damanhur.org/index.php/about-us/economic-vision-a-credito


The Panacea site is currently being optimized and redone. Additionally, all of the 
Panacea video productions are being redone with improved content to help 
address FREE energy suppression, public health and sustainable development. 

This includes our Free energy suppression video production with solutions. 3 years 
ago, Panacea produced a modest FREE energy suppression research production in 
order to stimulate help and resources towards achieving a goal all in the free energy 
community are seeking, our own research center.  

After 8,384 views of our 10 hour FREE energy production, we have decided to 
remake this resource with better content and more ideas to help address this 
problem. The cases continue to rise.  

The new productions will be: 

Short summary of the Panacea objectives on the website 

Greenfest – Re done with more solutions 

Alternative cancer cures 

Summary of commercial free energy devices 

Raw food nutrition 

Sustainable farming 

Activism 

Shorter summary of the fuel saving and pollution reduction technologies  

The only activism of its kind is present on the Panacea Activism page  

Panacea’s activism work covers a wide range of neglected subject matter. No 
other organization profiles the same amount of content together. There are many 
Issues like chemtrails , fluoride, vaccines to the disclosure project (government UFO 
cover) which need an organization behind ALL of them doing public petitioning and 
helping with public education. 

Being able to consolidate all of these issues and use one petition to address and 
create public pressure is an objective move created by Panacea. Signatures are 
rising. However volunteers with experience are required. If you are experienced in 
class actions, mandates or others please contact us for your ideas we can help take 
our collected signatures further. In the mean time petition signing on the Panacea 
site is essential to raise awareness. 

Activism is an important life skill, there are many rain forests, to ocean life to even 
landscape stopped form multinationals due to class actions, mandates and petitions 
and general activism. Today it is an important life skill and needed.  

http://panacea-bocaf.org/researchanddevelopment.htm
http://panacea-bocaf.org/evidenceofconcern.htm


To effectively deal with hardship and injustice, we are needed to evolve, adapt and 
learn from history. Today protesting is not what it used to be, you can see that in the 
recent In the Wake of the G20: As Canada's Democracy Trembles, a New Global 
Architecture Emerges 

Activism is a big part of justice, no one is going to do it for us we have to accept that 
and we can make it easy to participate, and this digital resource is needed. In the 
mean time, important issues like 270,000 farmers in a class action against Monsanto 
do not enjoy any other support. 

There has been effective protest. An important thing to remember about civil 
disobedience is this: Only non violent protest, or other actions like general strikes, will 
gain or maintain the greater public's approval. Violent actions make it easy to spin 
fear generation in the majority who will then side with the government's draconian 
responses not get angrier from them. Without a wide base of support, any 
movement is doomed. So there are very practical reasons for non-violent struggle; 
beyond the moral ones which are pretty compelling too. 

Ghandi knew this, and he worked his movement like a military campaign without 
firing a shot. That campaign was the most successful ever seen; it beat the largest 
empire ever and there was a great deal of domestic infighting and dissension within 
their ranks as well including the huge problems between the Islamic and other 
religions, mainly Hindus but also Jainists, Buddhists, and Sikhs . Sure they still fight 
there: But allying them against the British even temporarily, who were masters at 
keeping them all at their own throats, was perhaps the greatest success of all. 

The analogy here would be something like uniting all the best approaches and 
making them work. Panacea will be including these in our Activism video production 
which is currently under construction. Volunteers are needed as in all our projects, if 
you have an interest in any of these please contact us. 

Attacking the source through public education is what we must do; we have an 
easy and direct way to do this. We can collect easy digital votes for a corporation 
charter which can make sure that the renewable energy that's sought after by 
Obama must include our FREE energy areas of research. 

This corporation charter will prevent foreknowledge, conflict of interest, insider 
trading and judges with financial ties to have the ability to approve permits and 
police with stricter penalties. It will also make it mandatory for the renewable FREE 
energy solution to be used instead of conventional sources. 

One million signatures are possible and can contribute to attacking the source. 
Please help and pass this link around, it was hard work all of us collecting info – 
Providing your name, e-mail, and country is easy at the following link – It is all it takes 
to help the activism that we are involved in. 

http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/forms/evidenceofconcern.php 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=19956
http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=19956
http://www.naturalnews.com/031922_Monsanto_lawsuit.html#ixzz1IbVS2BqK
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/forms/evidenceofconcern.php


Recent Panacea Video productions 

Panacea has compiled a fund raising video to help the free energy technology of 
Philippines inventor Ismael Aviso. Philippines inventor Ismael Aviso is a microwave 
engineer and industrial automation designer. Ismael has discovered a new highly 
efficient repelling force principle along with a power system that appears to take 
energy from the ambient. The ambient energy collector has been developed into a 
self charging battery application for an electric car. 

 
Ismael Aviso - Extracted from his TV appearance 

The efficiency of Ismael’s battery charging system has been validated by the 
Philippines department of energy. In our video production Panacea included 
essential background on how free energy devices operate as open systems 
(ambient energy collectors) and offered our solutions to help train faculties in this 
unique genre. Ismael is also working on a home power system. 

 
Ismael’s “MEG” R & D 

Panacea Production Ismael Aviso repelling Force technology  

Panacea has finished compiling an extensive open source educational resource on 
fuel saving and pollution reduction technologies. In our PDF course and video 

http://gmanews.tv/video/74270/ub-filipino-inventor-nakadevelop-ng-self-charging
http://gmanews.tv/video/74270/ub-filipino-inventor-nakadevelop-ng-self-charging
http://www.youtube.%20ismal%20aviso%20repelling%20force%20technology%20com/watch?feaghgfhg%20Ismal%20Aviso%20repelling%20Force%20technology%20ture=player_embedded&v=qcyPVgf6Q0Y


production, we have presented our original ideas to help train mechanics and 
create retrofitting garages. We also detail how to help create government subsidies 
to help encourage and educate the retrofitting of these technologies.  

This move is all about improving public health. The Panacea infrastructure can also 
help validate and police the fuel savers. On no budget in the mean time, we have 
validated the following 3 low cost and effective fuel saving and pollution reduction 
modifications: 

 

 
Panacea's testing of the Z5 modification 

Panacea is the only organization to test 3 particular low cost modifications and 
present unbiased results. There are 2 particular modifications which are cheaper 
and easier to install than the typical “hydroxy booster”. Both of these low cost 
modifications are proven to work. 

 

"Xtreme Fuel Treatment" 



Panacea is currently in the middle of testing 2 new hydroxy cells, one is an open 
source modification. These results will be posted in our new hydroxy video 
production.  

 
Bill Williams’ open source design 

 
Panacea’s hydrogen gas splitting test using the HHO-Research cell 

Panacea recently emissions tested the “SPAD” unit which is a compact emissions 
and fuel saver for tractors and diesel agricultural machinery. Dave is a great 
supporter and volunteer of Panacea; he now is able to spray 4 fields using one tank 
of diesel as opposed to previously 3 sprays. Probably around a 20-30% saving. 



 
Panacea's "SPAD" Installation - We were able to save up to up to 30% in the diesel  

consumption of this tractor using this Open source modification. 

The results were encouraging even using a brief stationary test under load. Panacea 
could do more. This is still proof that it reduces the emissions. A longer test would 
yield more results. 

 
Emissions test without the SPAD activated 



 
Emissions test with the SPAD activated 

Hydrocarbons 94 to 67 which is 29% reduction, CO is .08 down to .07 which is 12.5% 
and NOx is 570 down to 555 which is 2.63% High fuel prices are upon us again. So 
please check Panacea’s video production which can be found on our Fuel saving-
pollution reduction Page. 

Always Refresh the Pages on the BOCAF site 

PLEASE ALWAYS REFRESH THE PAGES (by pressing the F5 key) WHEN VISITNG THE 
PANACEA SITE, UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES DUE TO TIME CONTRAINS AND BERING 
UNDERSTAFFED ARE BEING CORRECTED AND NEW CONTENT IS BEING ADDED. Please 
contact us if you see any mistakes. We appreciate any help and feedback. We are 
understaffed at this time. 

http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/fuelsaving-pollutionreduction.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/fuelsaving-pollutionreduction.htm


Panacea University News 

 

Update on Panacea’s clean no chemical weather engineering technology 

 
Panacea’s first competed ground unit 

For background on this technology please consult: 
www.panacea-bocaf.org/droughtrelief.htm  

Our long time supporter’s will know that together we have all produced Panacea 
which now has the world’s only clean and non chemical weather engineering 
technology held in a public trust. There is no cheaper way for the tax payer to: 

Dissipate SMOG 

http://www.panaceauniversity.org/�
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/droughtrelief.htm


Lift FOG 

Break DROUGHTS 

Fill RESERVOIRS 

Calm WINDS 

Weaken STORMS 

Public demos are needed to police any politicians or conflict of interest from 
keeping this knowledge suppressed. The task of educating the public is now our 
purpose. Thanks to the Panacea donors this technology originally donated by Trevor 
Constable is ready to be built and tested. Thanks to YOUR donations, we were able 
to recover our equipment from an unfortunate accident as reported in our last 
newsletter. Panacea has now started to re build the technology for the first phase of 
testing.  

 
A ground unit 

Thanks to our donors our airborne tube is up and running again. 

http://www.trevorconstable.com/
http://www.trevorconstable.com/


 
Airborne tubes 

The world has been able to access this technology since the 1950’s and save lives. 
However it remains neglected denied and suppressed. The Job of getting it out 
there is one that we must do.  

Panacea has been collecting records public to show the non compliance by the 
Australian government to utilize this CLEAN NON CHEMICAL CHEAP weather 
engineering technology – This technology can save the tax payer more money then 
what is currently used in its place, it is far cheaper to relieve drought in place of 
desalination plants and cloud seeding. Panacea continues to collect these records; 
these records continue to be posted on our drought relief page. 

Upon final testing, Panacea intends to demonstrate this technology publicly and 
take the knowledge to the people; it is only the public who can only police the 
corruption and politicians. Your nonprofit organization is the only institute which 
pledges to use donations to educate the world of the altruistic gentleman whom 
have been performing this drought relief work. 

This technology has a CONTINUED line of neglect and suppression; this is the only 
known process that is able to create atmospheric self regulation and repair drought 
affected areas. It is essential knowledge to help advance humanity. So far it has not 
been easy to get it publicly known, however now we finally have a capacity to 
wake the world up and honor the pioneers who originally set out to educate the 
world with this process. The late Wilhelm Reich has been trying to advance 
education with this method since the 1950’s.  

We will then help the Australian Murray River drought and gather data to validate 
the process to help ALL other countries.  

http://panacea-bocaf.org/droughtrelief.htm
http://panacea-bocaf.org/wilhelmreich.htm


We wish to sincerely thank our loyal friends for their consistent donations which got us 
ALL this far. WE have the knowledge now and can apply it to work for humanity. We 
are grateful to all of our supporters for being the only ones to help achieve this so far. 
WE are in their debt. After all the equipment is completed we will be the first 
community effort to finally get this technology known and help humanity. For a brief 
overview of our NEW records and operation please consult our new video. 

Trevor James Constable Gentlemen Tribute 

 
If you can help speed this along in ANY way and help other communities please 
note any needed donations will make THE ONLY difference. Panacea will be 
emailing out your hard work AND rewards when the world’s first ever independent 
public demonstration is done.  

In the previous newsletter we announced that the Panacea University is expanding 
to include other categories of open source information for sustainable development. 
Our intent is to police this particular higher education which would otherwise remain 
neglected and not accessible due to a conflict of interest. There are many other 
areas besides free energy which need protecting and Panacea will be there to 
support. All these areas require Panacea’s independent, non-aligned and evidence 
based infrastructure to be truly secure.    

We have decided to prioritize the “alternative” cancer cure course. This will also 
accompany a video production. We will be visiting a recently shut down alternative 
cancer cure clinic located in Queensland Australia and talking to doctors and film 
makers who can aid us in showing the alternative cancer cures with the validation 
we need. 

 

 

Some of our new categories include “Alternative medicine”, Permaculture, Hemp 
production, RAW food organic nutrition and economics. All of this combined subject 
matter is required to give you SELF SUFFICIENCY and sustainability. However this 
education is not policed, secure or even covered in any other faculty. We are doing 
this on NO BUDGET. With more donations we can do more. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4bIptp2P1U
http://panacea-bocaf.org/pleasedonate.htm


We wish to extend our sincere gratitude and thanks to all our new and current 
subscribers. We are grateful for all of your NEEDED support. You are the only ones 
who are helping to achieve the objectives we have reported in this newsletter. 
Panacea’s achievements are our own for a simple reason, only at the grass roots 
level can we achieve what no other organization has done. 

These individuals cannot do it alone. Sadly we cannot survive on a shoe string 
budget. However no matter how small or slight you think your donation is, without it; 
we won’t be able to continue to help. So please consider that the individuals 
mentioned have done a world of good and that donations WORK. WE are in their 
debt. We must work together to stop segregation, only collectively we can we reap 
OUR rewards. Once our educational resources and contributors have peaked, 
Panacea is then intent exposing them all through our public face. Panacea 
appeared this year on TV for the second time. 

 

Panacea needs you and donations! 
WE cannot survive on a shoe string budget, if you can assist us in any way, shape, or 

form, please donate. 

 

If you are involved in or can help with any of the subject matter presented on our 
projects page, please contact us for collaborative work. Only united can we all work 
effectively to stop subjugation. Also we are helping make real changes by public 
activism. Please sign our petitions; it’s as easy as name email and country.  

A reminder for Security 

To all our new subscribers- It is Important note that should your news letter not show 
up and / or the Panacea web site ever be taken down, or anything suspicious like a 
non response from the nonprofit organization ever occurs - Please email from the link 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/pleasedonate.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/sustainabledevelopment.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/sustainabledevelopment.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/evidenceofconcern.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/evidenceofconcern.htm


below (save this link). Along with the following text template provided. Please email 
the Panacea web site BEFORE hand to double check. 

 

Queensland Police headquarters. 

Police Headquarters 
Queensland Police Service 

200 Roma Street 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 

Telephone:  (07) 3364 6464 (TTY - (07) 3364 4655) 
Facsimile:    (07) 3236 2359 

GPO Box 1440 
BRISBANE QLD 4001 

Queensland Police Service Internet Web Site - http://www.police.qld.gov.au 

Hello, I am a news letter subscriber of a nonprofit organization at Panacea-
bocaf.org. I am sending this email in order to inform you that the nonprofit 

organization which is engaged in research and development into alternative and 
suppressed FREE energy technology may have been targeted and or intimidated. 

Their news letter has not turned up and or there is no response from their web site. As 
a news letter subscriber this email has been sent as a precaution, I am acting as a 
deterrent and as a “watch dog” of their operations.  Newsletter subscribers have 

been informed that the nonprofit organization has visited your police station to go 
on record detailing that they are perusing this research and further that intimidation 

or interference may possibly occur. Plus they have reported that previous 
intimidation has occurred to their registered engineers. Therefore we the news letter 

subscribers are advised that if anything suspicious arises, for the news letter 
subscriber to send you this concerned email. Please look into the situation 

immediately. Regards…. 

Send the Email to this link below - Save this link! 
http://www.police.qld.gov.au/Forms/contact.asp 

We are happy to report that no suspicious behavior has happened to your nonprofit 
organization or to any of our open source engineers despite us being involved in this 
genre of research that threatens the “status quo”. The Panacea’s trustees would like 
to personally congratulate you for playing a continued successful security role with 

mailto:contact@panacea-bocaf.org?subject=Newsletter%20/%20Website%20issues
http://www.police.qld.gov.au/
http://www.police.qld.gov.au/
http://www.police.qld.gov.au/Forms/contact.asp


your news letter subscription. Thank you for your critically needed support! – We look 
forward to reporting to you in the next newsletter which is due in OCTOBER 2011.  

Please check our news section on the Panacea-BOCAF site for new video 
productions coming soon.  The nonprofit organization’s volunteers are proud to work 
for the public and look forward to reporting our public service to you soon! Thank 
you again for your subscription. 

Sincerely, 

The trustee’s of Panacea-BOCAF. 

 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/news.htm

